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DATALOGIC SCANNING

Postal Services
OUR SOLUTIONS
Datalogic Scanning’s PowerScanTM industrial handheld readers are 
data collection’s definitive example of ruggedness and durability. 
Often imitated but never rivaled, PowerScan products rise above 
the fray with their outstanding performance and unyielding 
reliability.

PowerScanTM 8300 Series 
The PowerScan 8300 series includes different models for specific 
customer needs.  The PowerScan™ PD8300 is the basic corded 
model and the PowerScan™ PM8300 featuring Datalogic’s STAR 
Cordless System™ is available with a display and 3-key keypad or 
a display and a full 16-key keypad. The PowerScan 8300 Series 
is suitable for applications that would normally require a more 
expensive portable data terminal. 

PowerScanTM 8500 Series 
The PowerScan 8500 series features a high-resolution Mega-Pixel 
imaging sensor that provides omnidirectional reading and support 
for the most popular 1D, stacked or 2D codes with outstanding 
performance in industrial applications. Available with Standard, 
High Density and Wide Angle optics, the PowerScan 8500 series 
is also available in a cordless configuration using Datalogic’s STAR 
Cordless System™ and with an optional display and 3-key keypad.

PowerScanTM 7000 Series
The PowerScan 7000 series offers a price-wise solution for 
the industrial user. With the same PowerScan durability and 
ergonomics, this series represents a solid choice for less complex 
applications.
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ABOUT US 
Today the AIDC industry is fast-paced, dynamic and requires a 
company to be committed, innovative and respectful of the rapidly 
changing needs of business. Datalogic Scanning is that company. 
Completely dedicated to Auto ID, Datalogic has established 
itself as a unique world leader by providing the widest range of 
multiplatform bar code readers available. Datalogic listens to 
the customers and the people that use its products so that new 
innovations can deliver real value and protect their technology 
investments now and in the future. Companies around the globe 
trust Datalogic to provide the scanning equipment they can depend 
on to run their business and Datalogic is proud to be on their team.

OUR QUALITY PARTNER NETWORK
Datalogic can boast a global network of certified partners, the 
Datalogic Quality Partners, to meet the specific needs of the 
customers and support the implementation of complete systems 
and projects. Thanks to the expertise and professionalism of its 
Quality Partners, Datalogic can offer continuity of operations even 
in the most critical activities.

OUR KEY DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
Image-Based Solutions
Imaging scanners operate like a camera. They are 
able to capture 1D, stacked and 2D bar codes 
as well as images for document reading 
applications in any orientation. 

Datalogic Scanning offers a 
comprehensive range of image-based 
handheld readers (corded and cordless) and presentation 
scanners capable of meeting the most demanding parcel 

and postal operations.

Datalogic STAR Cordless System™
In postal applications, the operator’s mobility is 

essential not only to increase efficiency but also 
to improve safety and avoid accidents caused 
by long cable entanglement. Datalogic’s STAR 

Cordless System proprietary narrow band radio still offers 
unparalled performances and flexibility, allowing simple point-to 
point connection as well as a complex network to cover wide areas.

Datalogic Green Spot
Datalogic Scanning’s patented Green Spot good-read indicator 
improves user feedback by projecting a green spot directly on 
the bar code. This visual confirmation is perfect for applications in 
noisy environments.

State-of-the-Art Robustness and Reading Performance
The PowerScan readers are constructed with state-of-the-art 
robustness to guarantee reliable performances in extreme 
environments.

BENEFITS OF USING OUR SOLUTIONS
The parcel and postal industry is changing quickly and faces a number 
of challenges from market deregulation to new customer services.
Forced to face these challenges, companies have started to improve 
their operational efficiency, and reduce operating costs and thus 
increasing productivity and ultimately profitability. The key strategy 
to achieve these goals is technology innovation.

The winning solution in this scenario is bar code technology, which 
provides the most accurate method to identify and sort individual 
mail/parcel pieces. In addition, convenience and low-cost readability 
make bar code systems the perfect technology to base tracking 
systems and related services offered to customers.

Automatic Track and Trace
Distribution centers are often the most automated facilities of any 
business and the post and parcel industry is no exception. In recent 
years, bar code and wireless technology has greatly improved the 
quality and efficiency in shipping, receiving and material handling 
operations within this industry. 

Since distribution is a primary expense and time savings are 
extremely valuable, investments in bar code systems earn a very 
strong return on investment. Tracking shipments in real-time 
is critical to improving operations management, enables more 
efficient deliveries and assists in the creation of value added 
services, such as web-based anytime on-demand tracking.

Increasing Customer Satisfaction
The ability to move more parcels faster and with greater accuracy 
provides for dependable delivery that earns repeat business and 
loyal customers. Today, post offices operate in a high-volume, 
low margin environment with demanding customers and strong 
competition. Each sector must aggressively practice cost control 
without sacrificing customer service. 

Similar to the retail industry, bar code technology has become 
an indispensable asset to ensure customer satisfaction. This 
technology enables businesses to reduce labor through a 
reduction in waiting time and greatly improves efficiency 
throughout the mail processing cycle.


